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Wikipedia

● is the biggest encyclopedia in human history
● contains more than 43M articles in ~160 

actively edited languages
● has around 60K active editors per month
● is viewed by humans 6000 times per second
● ...



Wikipedia 

"Why We Read Wikipedia", Philipp Singer, Florian Lemmerich, Robert West, Leila Zia, Ellery Wulczyn, Markus Strohmaier, Jure Leskovec, to 
appear in International World Wide Web (WWW) Conference, Perth, Australia., 2017

http://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05379


Wikipedia is our destination for accessing 
neutral point of view encyclopedic content in a 
variety of topics and across many languages.

And yet, Wikipedia is incomplete!

Wikipedia 



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

English Wikipedia (950,277)
Native Speakers 527M

Berkeley



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

Russian Wikipedia (298,215)
Native Speakers 254M



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

Spanish Wikipedia (261,495)
Native Speakers 389M



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

Portuguese Wikipedia (185,133)
Native Speakers 193M



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en

Arabic Wikipedia (87,017)
Native Speakers 467M



● Demand 
○ 2471 languages
○ More than 50% of the world’s population is monolingual
○ The next billion users are coming online in the coming 5 years

Let’s step back

● Supply 
○ Articles are created at a rate of 6500 per day
○ 60K active editors contribute to WP every month and this number has 

not changed significantly
○ 14K new accounts are created every month

How do we make access to all knowledge universal?



Goal

Increase article coverage in terms of the number of 
articles in different languages and the contents of the 
articles within a language by identifying and prioritizing 
missing content and routing attention where it’s 
needed.

knowledge 
in language 
x (now)

knowledge in 
language x (future, no 
intervention)

knowledge in 
language x (future, w/ 
intervention)
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Goal:
Recommend important missing articles to human editors

System overview:

Bottomline:
3.2x growth rate with no loss in article quality

Article Creation Recommendations

Find Rank Recommend



Find missing articles in a given language

Find Rank Recommend

Articles

.

.
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To find missing articles you can 
compare Wikipedia in language x:
● to external repositories, or
● with other Wikipedia languages

○ Wikidata: Knowledge base for 
Wikipedia

Find missing articles in a given language

en:Apple sl:Jabolko

Q89

nl:Appel

○ Every article in every language is 
mapped to a node in a concept graph



Find missing articles in a given language

Concepts

English Wikipedia French Wikipedia

Apple
University Université Université 

en France

Q89 Q3918 Q3551775

Wikipedia
articles

Pomme



Rank missing articles
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Goal: 
Given a missing article, predict popularity rank in the 
target language (once it’s created)

Challenge:
The article doesn’t exist, yet (so we don’t have its features 
for prediction)

Rank missing articles



Approach:
Predict popularity of existing French Wikipedia articles 
using features extracted from the corresponding 
non-French articles

Features:
(Geo) Pageviews, Quality classes, topics, links, edit 
activity, number of Wikipedia languages with the article

Classification algorithm:
Random Forest

Rank missing articles



Find Recommend

Recommend missing articles
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Recommend missing articles

Q22

Q32

Q34

Q12

Top missing 
articles

E1

E2

Bipartite matching between 
editors and missing items

Editors

Affinity(E1, Q34)



Computing affinities

Q99

Q67

Q67

Q34

Q99

Q67

Q67
E1

ϴ

cos(ϴ) = Affinity(E1, Q34)



Methodology summary

Find Rank Recommend

Identify missing 
concepts using 

Wikidata 
knowledge base

Predict 
language- 
specific 

popularity

Match missing 
articles to 

editors 
considering 
their interest



General setup:
● 12K emails were sent to French Wikipedia editors
● They each received five unique articles to create
● Translation was used as a way to create the article
Research questions:
● RQ1: Do recommendations boost article creation rate?
● RQ2: How much does personalization help?
● RQ3: How do recommendations affect article quality?

(English, French) Wikipedia Experiment



Design of the experiment

random

held-back

Articles

personalized
100K

100K

100K

Editors

6K

6K



We contacted people

“Oh, I forgot to tell you that I find the idea nice, perhaps even brilliant (let’s not be only negative).”

“i know how hard it is to work with 70,000 back sit drivers, so i think you deserve some nice words”

“Merci pour me contacter. C'est une honneur d'avoir reçu votre courriel.”

“What are you doing, trying to scare contributors away from Wikipedia ?
Congratulations, you are doing a fine job -- great way to waste donor's money !”

“Test language pairs in both directions. Only You can Stop Language Imperialism! If you're 
testing EN --> FR, also test FR --> EN (and either make it easy for anyone to try the 
experiment in their own language-pair, or try at least two lang-pairs yourself)”



RQ1: boosting article creation rate?

Yes, personalized recommendations 
increase creation rate by a factor of 3.2.

personalized random held-back

Personalized held-back

Creation rate 1.05% 0.32% *** p < 0.00001



RQ2: Does personalization help?

personalized random

Yes, personalized recommendations 
boost activation rate by a factor of 2.

Personalized random

# Editors 6K 6K

Activation rate 2.3% 1.1% ***    p < 0.00001



RQ3: Impact on article quality?

No loss in quality!



● Public API for translation recommendations

● Serving Suggestions feature in Content Translation tool.

● GapFinder

Deployment

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Recommendation_API
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Recommendation_API
https://recommend.wmflabs.org/
https://recommend.wmflabs.org/


Agriculture in Farsi Wikipedia



Climate change in Malagasy



● There are massive knowledge gaps in Wikipedia 
when it comes to the existence of articles across 
languages

● We built an end-to-end system for recommending 
important missing articles

● The system can boost article creation rate by a factor 
of 3.2 with no loss in article quality

● We built an API and a tool. The system is now being 
used in Wikipedia.

Conclusions



https://ddll.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Wikidata/Maps-06-2015/en
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● More than 2M articles (37%) in English Wikipedia are 
tagged as stubs. 

● Many of the articles that are not stubs still miss content.

● The community of Wikipedia editors organizes hundreds 
of editathons across the year to:
○ expand articles’ contents across language editions
○ onboard newcomers to Wikipedia

Overview



Participants
● Newcomers and less experienced users need guidance on 

how to choose and expand articles.
Organizers
● Topics or articles to be expanded need to be manually 

identified.
● Templates and guidelines for how to expand articles will 

need to be manually generated by organizers.
● There are far too many categories of articles to search 

through manually.

Challenges



Lack of scalable and language independent methodologies 
for generating guidelines for contributors (especially 
newcomers) to help them expand articles is a big problem 
for editathon organizers.

Problem statement







Goal: 

Recommend to editors how to expand articles across 
languages

Unit of recommendation: 

Article sections, content in info-boxes, media files, 
references, etc.

Expand articles via recommendations



Intuition: Use the existing content on Wikipedia to infer 
recommendations for article expansions:

○ Cooccurrences of items (e.g., sections) in a given 
topic within a language

○ Using multilingual signals to infer missing 
sections by comparing section occurrences in 
fixed topics across languages 

Methodology: Market basket analysis 

Intuition and current methodology



Examples

Production
Cast
Release and reception

Plot
(0.85)
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Demographics
History

Geography
(0.93)
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Next steps and open questions

● Improving the algorithms by building a user 
feedback loop

● Article importance
● User interests beyond topical interests
● Expanding how we find missing articles and 

contents



Thank you!


